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Pollinator-friendly Garden 
Bees and other pollinators are essential workers that need our help to pull out of a 
decline. Here's what to plant and the kinds of lay-out that attract and provide for 
pollinators and other beneficial insects. Special guest experts join us today: Paul Kozak, 
Provincial Apiarist, Ontario, and Michele Armstrong, bee keeping mentor for the 
Southeast Michigan Beekeepers Association. 
 
Two facts we would like you to embrace today: 
1) Pollinators are vital to mankind but many of these species are threatened or in 
decline. 
 
2) You can help improve habitat and increase pollinator numbers and health. 
Feature pollen-rich plants  in your landscape, choosing for a sequence of bloom from 
early spring to late fall. . 
Plant in masses or use large species such as trees and shrubs so there are thousands of 
flowers in bloom at once. 
Avoid the use of insecticides, especially neonicotinoids, and fungicides. 
 
Do these things and your garden will be more pleasing to you as well as more hospitable 
to pollinators. 
 
 
Our guest experts today 
Paul Kozak – pp 2-3 
Michele Armstrong – pp. 4-6 
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Making a Pollinator Garden 
By Paul Kozak, Ontario Provincial Apiarist on his own pollinator garden 
In Guelph, Ontario 

• Great Lakes Lowlands 
• ~an hour from Toronto 
• City of ~140,00 
• University Town  
• Yard in the suburbs 

 
• Pollinator: An animal that helps carry pollen from the male part of the flower 
(stamen) to the female part of the flower (stigma) resulting in fertilization and 
the production of fruits, seeds and young plants.  
• Biodiversity: The enormous variety and variability of life on earth. 

 
Why a pollinator garden? 

• Enjoyment 
- Aesthetics 
- The backyard is much more interesting 
- Bringing nature to the backyard  

• Ecological Services 
- Shade, privacy 
- Habitat for wildlife (mostly invertebrates) 
- Food for wildlife (nectar, pollen, fruit, seeds) 
- Supporting pollinators and predators 
- Supporting biodiversity 

• Education 
- Me and my children  

 
Hard work/Not a lot of work 

• Dug up 1/2 of the lawn in the backyard and 1/8 in the front 
• Hauled the sod to the local dump 
• Added soil and mulch 
• Sourced perennial wildflowers from local growers (mostly specializing in native 
plants) 
• Planted mature potted flowers (as opposed to seed) 
• Water the first year 
• Remove dead stems in spring (after frost – pollinator nesting) 

 
Planting for pollinators 

• Plant a sequence of bloom so that ideally there is something in flower from 
spring to fall – always food available 
• Wildflowers that support a variety of pollinators and bloom for an extended 
period of time 
• Also consider flowers that support specialist pollinators 
• Plant a diversity of flowers 
• Plant clusters of flowers  
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• Consider placement in the yard – sun vs shade 
• Stems of shrubs and flowers as nest habitat 
• Avoid pesticides – unless absolutely required.  

- Use integrated pest management.  
• Native plants are beneficial to the regional fauna. But, don’t count out non-
native plants.  

 
Native vs. non-native species on my garden 
Native:  

• >100 species of wildflowers, flowering shrubs and trees 
• Notable trees: Tulip poplar, basswood, black tupelo 
• Notable wildflowers: Joe Pye weed, tall sunflowers (native species), tall 
ironweed, sneeze weed,  

Non-native:  
• species include beneficial species: 
• White dutch clover, bird’s foot trefoil and dandelion – all three are excellent for 
pollinators (and the first two fix nitrogen in the soil) 
• Apple trees provide – blossoms, and fruit 
• Hops provide shade and privacy 

 
Paul Kozak, Provincial Apiarist, OMAFRA (Ontario Ministry for Agriculture, Food and 
Rural Affairs) recommended to us Attracting Native Pollinators, a book from 
The Xerces Society, with its mission to protect the natural world by conserving 
invertebrates and their habitat. 
Many good publications by the Xerces Society. Many are free. For instance: 
Buying Bee-Safe Plants 
http://xerces.org/sites/default/files/19-053_Buying%20Bee-
Safe%20Nursery%20Plants_4%20pg%20%281%29.pdf 
Habitat Assessment Guide for Pollinators in Yards, Gardens and Parks 
http://xerces.org/sites/default/files/publications/19-038_01_HAG_Yard-Park-
Garden_web.pdf 
Pollinator Plants for the Midwest Region (visit Xerces.org/publications to find this 
information for other regions. These lists appear on about pages 16-17 of publications.) 
http://xerces.org/sites/default/files/2018-05/17-
050_03_XercesSoc_PollinatorPlants_Midwest-Region_web-4page.pdf 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://xerces.org/sites/default/files/19-053_Buying%20Bee-Safe%20Nursery%20Plants_4%20pg%20%281%29.pdf
http://xerces.org/sites/default/files/19-053_Buying%20Bee-Safe%20Nursery%20Plants_4%20pg%20%281%29.pdf
http://xerces.org/sites/default/files/publications/19-038_01_HAG_Yard-Park-Garden_web.pdf
http://xerces.org/sites/default/files/publications/19-038_01_HAG_Yard-Park-Garden_web.pdf
http://xerces.org/sites/default/files/2018-05/17-050_03_XercesSoc_PollinatorPlants_Midwest-Region_web-4page.pdf
http://xerces.org/sites/default/files/2018-05/17-050_03_XercesSoc_PollinatorPlants_Midwest-Region_web-4page.pdf
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Bee thoughts  
from Michele Armstrong, beekeeper and SEMBA mentor/trainer (Southeast 
Michigan Beekeepers Association 
 
I got into bee keeping  
Because I was a gardener and loved looking at all the creatures in the garden. I had no 
idea how fascinating these creatures were going to be.  I often sit near the hive or flowers 
and observe the bees for long periods of time. You can see the different colors of pollen 
on their back legs as they fly into the hive, or watch the guard bees check out bees on the 
landing platform to make sure the entering bees belong to their hive. If you watch 
plants, such as Limelight Hydrangea you will see 4 or 5 different kinds of pollinators. 
 
Want to bribe bees?  Give them a safe water source: 
I have a 14 inch plant saucer that I fill  with river rocks (some people use pebbles, but I 
find it too hard to dump and keep clean) . 
  
The bees use lots of water (I have read a gallon a day) and will empty that tray (along 
with evaporation) in one day in hot weather.  I must keep it filled because when bees 
discover a source of water they will continually go back to it.  I don’t want that to end up 
being my neighbors’ pool or birdbath.  Not only do they use the water for drinking and 
mixing with honey, they use it for air conditioning the hive. 
 
I don’t use mosquito BT dunks in it, because I am not sure if it will hurt bees or not. 
The bees never bother anyone who comes to watch them drink.  
 
Swarming 
My next door neighbor, Orville, who is very allergic to bees, often comes over and so 
does my 95 year old neighbor who used to keep bees.  He rides into the yard on his 
lawnmower and checks on my bees and me, to see if I am doing a good job.  One time he 
told me my bees had swarmed, I said no way, but he was right. 
 
This year, I was on the lookout for any of my hives that decided they were big enough 
and had enough recourses that they would split and find another place to live, 
(swarming).  I had never seen a swarm before or caught one.  This year one hive 
swarmed once on 3 consecutive days.  They landed 10 ft up on a nearby tree waiting for 
them to be told where there new home was going to be.  I put my bee suit on, climbed up 
a ladder and shook the branch until they fell into a cardboard box I was holding 
underneath them.  Unfortunately, I dropped the box upside down in the grass below, 
but they were very tolerant and let me scoop them back into the box and 
unceremoniously dump them into a new hive box. 
 
I had been told by Orville, that all I really had to do was to put the box in front of the 
hive and they would march right in.  I had actually seen that on YouTube videos so 
thought I would try that on the swarm I caught the next day (and didn’t drop this time)  
Nope!  A few bees  walked in and then turned around and went back into the box. I 
moved the box even closer to the entrance and was privileged to see the coolest thing. 
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The bees made a body bridge!  One brave bee decided to straddle the divide. She had a 
couple of legs on the box and on the hive entrance. Another bee walked over her and 
into the hive. Then another and a few more bees made bridges with their bodies and 
more bees crossed on top of them into the hive. WOW! 
 
If you see a group of bees hanging out, call a bee keeper to come get them.  They do not 
have a home to defend, they are usually quite harmless.  Bee clubs might be hard to get a 
hold of in a timely manner because they list email addresses,  but you can try  Some are:  
SEMBA, 7Ponds Bee club, Ann Arbor Backyard Beekeepers, Michigan Bee Association  
 
Some questions people ask me:   
Do bees hibernate in winter?   
No, they cluster into a ball and keep the queen and bees inside toasty warm 93 degrees, 
They rotate bees on the outside to the inside so all will stay warm enough to make it 
through winter. If it gets in the high 40’s F, bees will leave the hive in the winter for a 
“cleansing flight”  Don’t eat yellow snow!  Bees don’t defecate in the hive and will go out, 
let loose and hopefully make it back before they get too cold to fly. 
 
I have had bees that were cleaning up some left over honey from when I was harvesting 
honey. I first thought if I put it in a bowl, they could just eat it, but no they drowned.  
Next I put it on plastic foundation that looks like flat honey comb, and they ate it up. But 
some stayed too late in the evening and got too cold to fly.  I picked them up and gently 
blew warm air on them and they cleaned off and flew away.  
 
Do different flowers make the honey taste different?   
Absolutely!  My  mentors manage hives on Harsens Island where a crop of buckwheat is 
being raised.  That honey is VERY dark and has a strong molasses flavor where as clover 
honey is very light and mild. If you bought honey in cut comb form, you might be able to 
taste differences in different parts of the comb, but once it is spun the flavors all blend. 
 
How long do bees live?   
In summer, they work themselves to death in about 6-7 weeks. They have various jobs as 
they age, starting with cleaning the hive  to feeding bee larvae and ending with foraging, 
the most dangerous job. Birds, dragonflies, cold, people and lots of other dangers. 
 
Do I ever get stung?   
Yes, multiple times a month.  I now use The Bug Bite Thing.  It is a plastic plunger that if 
used timely will “suck’ out the venom from stings or mosquito bites.  I get quite red, 
swollen,  and itchy for a week but this stopped it and I was fine, even the next day. 
Unfortunately, it doesn’t work on mosquito bites that you discover the next day and then 
use it.  
 
About Mason bees 
People hear a lot about Mason bees (many bee species are in this classification) and ask 
“Where can I buy Mason bees? “ DON’T  Buy MASON BEES or bee cocoons.  That 
creates too much potential to transfer pathogens and diseases around the country. 
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If you buy or make a condo/hotel for Mason Bee (they are individual bees, not part of a 
united hive), use different diameter tubes that are 6 inches or longer. The bees first lay 
female eggs in the back of the tube, and work towards front with male eggs that hatch 
first in Spring and look for new homes.  Many different types of bees in your area will 
find your Hotel,  though it may take a while.   
 
Help non-honey bees out!  Don’t mulch everywhere. They need bare earth either to 
gather mud or make homes and they need it close by.  They live and forage mostly 
within 100 yds of their home, not 3 miles as a honey bee might fly. Leave hollow stem 
plants in the fall, which will then be available in the early spring for bees to nest.  Most 
of their activity is in Spring to early Summer, important for pollinating fruit trees and 
berries. 
 
 
References recommended by Michele Armstrong:  
Michigan State has a self-paced free program for people to become pollinator 
champions. 
https://pollinators.msu.edu/programs/pollinator-champions/ 
 
A good writer and good solid information in the blog of beekeeper Rusty Curfew at 
honeybeesuite.com, written for the American Bee Journal. An example: 
https://www.honeybeesuite.com/six-myths-about-mason-bees/ 
 

https://pollinators.msu.edu/programs/pollinator-champions/
https://www.honeybeesuite.com/six-myths-about-mason-bees/

